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Ec~nemy in ~sidevvise' mv~ement
usiness activity in the district may be claaracterixed as in a sidewise movement, with ofTsetting adjustments continuing to lake place. The
sidewise movement, or rolling adjustment as it is
sometimes called, is a mare favorable development
than many people expected at the turn of the year.
As a result, there is less talk now n£ a recession or
a `hair-curling' depression .
This shift in thinking stems from the good showing made recently by most of the district's business
indicators. It's true, box ever, that some business
areas, such as residential apnstruction, inventory
accuruulation and retail sales, have barely held
their own since the first of the yeax. Other economic measureritents show modest gains. These
include an increase in nonagricultural employment,
rising personal incomes, larger bank debits, higher
farm prices, and optimism for a high level of
operations in iron oxe mining regions . It adds up

to a shift in business sentuneut to one of cautious
optimism .
11ationally, too, there seems tv he a good deal
of confident `bounce' in the ecaxrvmy . The grass
national pxoduct fox the first quarter o£ 1957 is
now estimated at an annual rate of $4.27 billion,
up ~3 billion from the previous quarter. Most of
this increase, however, is a result of higher prices.
Total industrial production, for example, has remained about the same.
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picture, but nut kv interfere with allocations within
the market .
Of major significance in the Ninth district economy at the moment is the beginning of the 195
crop season, Spring work leas been retarded some
by cold weather but early moisture prospects are
good-to-excellent in most areas except some of the
western part of North Dakota and bordering territory . Irrigation water supplies in the mountain
sections of the district are now considered adequate, thanks to heavy snows since mid-January
and a cold spring, which has retarded run-off.
Wheat acreage will be reduced substantially by
soil hank compliance but over-all agricultural production in the western areas will`depend principally
on the amount of rainfall and when it comes. In
general though, farmers are starting out the new
crop season with more optimism than in recent
years. This is a reflection, at least in part, of the
improved price situation for several important
agricultural commodities .
The following selected topics describe particular
aspects of the district's current economic scene:
MARCH BANKING DEVEEC;PMENTS
Notable among district banking developments
in March was a substantial addition to Ioans at
member banks . This development was notable not
only because of its magnitude but also because it
contrasted with a liquidation of loans previously
this year and in the same month Iast year. After
falling by $fib. million in January ,and February,
bank Ioans registered an increase of $4I million
during March . 11'ot since September of 1955 have
district member banks added so much to Ioans in
a single month.
City banks accounted fox $34 million of the additional Ioans in R'larch . 'This was the largest monthly increase at such banks since November of 1954.
The increase was shared by loans to commercial
and industrial firms {$25 million}, loans to banks
{$G million} and others.

Total deposits at city hanks rose a million dollars during March in contrast to a decline of the
same amount in March last year. Country banks
reported a deposit loss of $7 million and $~2 miIlion fox the same months, respectively .
Time deposits at district member banks continued to grow in March at a much more rapid
pace than a year earlier . The increase in time
balances was eight times larger than the $2 million
gain reported in March last year.
The average amount of borrowing at the Minneapolis Federal Reserve $ant in January, February and March was $18 million, $32 million and
$51 million, respectively. The March borrowing,
which represented 13 percent of required reserves
for district member banks, compared with a national average harrowing which amounted to approximate~y 4.3 percent of required reserves.

SPRING `TUNE-lIP'

Widespread snows and rain over n3ost of South
Dakota as well as over other areas of rthe district
significantly unproved the spring moisture situation during April . While subsoil moisture was
still rated as deficient in many areas following the
extremely dry fall and winter, recent precipitation
seemed to insure satisfactory planting conditions
and gage hopes of a more favorable early crop
season . This was in contrast to other recent years,
when extreme dryness has plagued early seedings
in many Dakota areas.
While This early optimism would have to be
reinforced by further moisture as the season progressed, it has nevertheless improved the crop autlvnk in many areas which suffered from moisture
shortages laat year.
The welcome moisture in this district, and to an
even greater extent in the plains areas further
south, sparked renewed interest in replacement
cattle. This, coupled with price itnprovf:ment in
slaughter cattle prices and with the normal spring
demand for cattle to go nn grass, caused a resurgence in replacement cattle prices.
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.4lthough most cattle raisexs in the droufhtvuched areas of fhe Dakotas and Montana had
gone into the winter with only limited hay supplies, the mild, open winter was favorable and
marry ranchers still had hay orz hand this spring .
13ee£ catl.le numbers £ox the district were nevertheless down slightly from last year on ]anuaxy 1
---with beef cow numbers dowry 3 percent in the
four states, lleifers under two years old and beef
calves were down by substantially largex percentages . Steer numbers were about even with the
previous year.
Dairy cow numbers were up slightly in Minnesota and Wisconsin, but down in the western states
--as milk production in the more concentrated
dairy areas continued fv increase in the early
nnanths of 1957.
Hog producers in the Ninth district planned to
increase their farrnwings moderately during the
spring and summer, according to the LrSDA's survey of £owners' March 1 intentions. This was about
in Iine with the national increase.
Participation in the Snil Pank appeared to be
quite varied throughout the district according to
the nature and quality of £arming in each area.
Substantial acreages in the western areas are re"
parted going into the conservation reserve.
District winter wheat production--largely in
1flnntana-is estimated at about two-thirds larger
than last year, with roughly the same planted
acreage as in 195b. Farmers intentions tv plant
spring wheat, on the other hand, were down
sharply from lass year as o£ 14Tarch 1. Subsequent
liberalisation of durum acreage restrictions may
result in some increases in spring wheat acreage,
however.

PRlc~s of Hous~S
LESS DURING WINTER

Prices pa'r~l by home lauyers in lflinneapolis and
in immediate suburbs averaged less during the
winter than during last fall, according to a survey
conducted by this bank . l4rore specifically, prices
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of houses in the mediurrz and higher-price brackets
receded, while those in the lower-price bracket
held firm.
The price paid for houses in the lower hrarket
{defzned here as uudcr ~3.4,OU0} averaged $11 .,5(}U
in the first quarter of this year, the same as in the
fourth quarter of 1956. In the mediuru-price
bracket {14.,000 to $24;000 } tlrv ar crage price
declined from 9v"113,GU4 in the fourth quarter to
$17;FOQ in the first quarter . In the high-price
bracket (over $24.,000) the averageiprice declined
£ram ~34~,300 to X31,000 in the same period .

GRAiN S'~oCKS oN ~ARM5

1l`or tlrv district, stocks of corn, soybeans and
flax vn £arms were substantially larger than a
year ago on April 1. wheat stocks were down
markedly in :South Dakota and Montana and up
slightly in 1flinnesota and North 13akota, arnnunting to an aver-111 reduction for the district. Farmers had substantially £cover bushels of oats stored
on farms in all district states, and there was also a
net reduction of barley for the district although
1Iiunesota farmers increased (heir stocks mvdcratcly.
ALiTO SALES LAG

In general, retail sales continue above flrc ycarago volume, yet same lag is occurring irr automobile sales. The seasonal rise in automobile sales
in the latter part of March and in April has been
disappointing.
7'he sale of new cars in the four district states in
January and I"'ebruary was 9 percent above a year
ago . More recent figures on registrations are available for the Twin Cities metropolitan area which,
of course, may or may rant be indicative of the
trend in the di trict . In the £our counties which
cover this area, the registrations, compared with
the correspnnd'rug period of a year ago, in January were up 2 percent ; in February were equal ;
in March were'down 2 percent ; and in the first 1~3
business days of April were down 17 percent .

-St . }?aul-14Tinneapolis, Duluth-Superior-had not
exceeded much the post-Easter volume in 1956. In
the week ending April i3 they were up I percent .
However, iirl the week ending April 2f1 they wexe up
19 percent to average 6 percent fax the 4week
period .
11otice that each of the first three weeks in April
is compared with an after-Easter week a year ago .
Effective post-Easter sales staged by merchants
last year were primarily responsible for the low
increases shown during these earlier pre-Easter
weeks o£ J.957.

EASTER SALES UP 19°Io
AT DEPARTMENT STARES
District department store sales iiz the first quarter of this year on a seasonally adjusted basis were
4 percent above a year ago. March sales were up
5 percent, adjusted £ox the thanking date of Easter
azid number of trading days.
In April it was anticipated that sales would be
substantially above those of a year ago due to the
late Easter-three weeks later than last year. In
early April sates in two large metropolitan centers

CDNSUMER INSTALMENT CREDlT-new System study now available
Copies of the five volumes of the report thus far released may be ordered from

the Superintendent of iDocuments, U. 5. Government Printing ~ffive, Washington 25,

d. C. A separate announcement will appear in the Federal Reserve $ulletin when
Part IV bewmas available.
Prices of the completed volumes are as followsPart

I

Federal Reserve stafF studies

Part 11

Conference on Regulation

Part III

Views on Regulation -

Part IV

Financing new car purchases

-

Volume I

$ I .25

Volume 2

I .DO

Volume I

1 .75

Volume 2

.6D
¬ .qD

(Not yet completed . Price undetermined}
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~IAember bank operating ratias, 195f~
omparing the experience of an individual
bank with that of other hanks in a like category
can be worthwhile. On the opposite page we gi e
37 ratios which show the >~inth district banking
picture from one date to another . The ratios have
been computed by the Fed from figures submitted
by district member banks on their condition state
ments and earnings statements . We present the
ratias in the hope that each individual hank will
find them a useful tool far assessing its position in
the district banking scheme.
All 37 ratios are computed for each member
bank. The ratios listed on the opposite page are
averages of the values computed for individual
banks. A somewhat mare detailed repart including
ratios by size group of bank is available to the public on request .
The gross earnings of district member banks
continued to grow in 1956 as they have in other
recent years. Last year, what might be called an
`aggregate bank' reported gross earnings which
amounted to 3.86 percent of total assets (ratio
#5}, up from 3 .5d. percent in 1955. An explanation of the jump in this ratio can be found in the
behavior of other ratias.
Thus, ratios number 23, 24. and 26 show that
loans and securities held by the banks yielded a
higher rate of return in 1856 than in 1955. This
alone would explain a higher ratio of earnings to
total assets last year. But the same ratios indicate
that leans yielded a rate of return well over twrr:e
that of securitiea so that a substitution of loans for
securities has the same effect nn total revenue as
rising yields . Such a substitution was in fact made

in 3.956 ; this is indicated by ratias 28, 29 and 30.
The chart makes clear the fact that the replacement
of securities with loans last year represented the
continuation o£ a trend which has persisted
throughout the postwar period .
That the fraction of hank earnings going for
expense has been relatively stable in recent years
is demonstrated by ratio number 17. The stability
of this ratio tells us that expenses have tended to
vary by the same proportion that revenues have.
In this connection it is important tv bear in mind
that the net earnings of a hank are increased by
an increase in gross earnings even though expenses
rise by the same proportion as gross earnings do.
1-tatio number d relates earnings after expense to
total assets ; it rose in every postwar year.
Ratios 14 through 16 indicate the proportion of
total earnings which is absorbed by salaries, interest on time deposits and other expenses . Salaries
and interest constitute the largest single items of
bank expense .
The amount of money paid out to the owners of
time deposits, of course, depends upon the amount
of such deposits and the rate of interest paid on
them. Ratio 36 indicates that the amount of time
deposits grew relative to total deposits last year
and ratio 37 indicates that higher interest xatra
than previously were paid last year. Indeed, ratio
37 jumped by more in 19Sf than in any other
postwar year . An increase in the share of earnings
going for interest expense was accornpauird by a
decrease in the share going far salaries, with the
result that total expense amounted to a slightly lesser share of total earnings in 1956 than in 1955.
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Gross earnings and net profits of district member
banks moved in opposite directions last year . Shown
above as a percent of total assets .

Loans and investments as a proportion of fatal assets continued the postwar trend last year. Shown
for 1947 to 1956,

Ratios fi and 7 tell us that while net current earnings as a percent of total assets went up last year,
net profits went dawn. In other words, the sum of
the items which constitute the difference between
net current earnings and net pxofxts went up last
year. These include losses on loans and securities,
additions to valuation reserves and income taxes.
The failure of profits to reflect the improvement of
net cuxxent earnings resulted from an increase in
losses on the sale of securities.
To make additional loans, many banks sold securities last year at a lower price than book value,
owing tv the depressed condition of the bond market. Lasses on such transactions were charged to
earnings and thus reduced profits .
Despite lower net profits, our `aggregate bank'
paid out more in dividends in 3.955 than in 1855.
Dividend payments rose from 3.8 percent to 5 percent of total capital accounts according to ratio 4.
Ratios 33 and 35 indicate that bank capital itself
was increased, relative to total assets and total
deposits.
When the operating ratios are presented for five
separate size groups of banks, some interesting
patterns appear . Far example, the rate of xeturn

an loans as highest for the smallest hanks ; it becomes smalleex for successively larger hanks. The
same is true of the rate of return on government
securities . Although the rates of return for loans
and securities increased at all sire groups last year,
the pattern of higher rates at smaller banks was
not disturbed .
The ratio of vapital to total deposits and total
assets formed a similar pattern. Tlle smaller the
size-group of bank considered, the higher the ratio .
On the other hand, the larger the size-group of
bank considered, the larger the ratio of dividends
to capital . The ratio of time deposits tv total deposits was between 3? percent and 40.2 percent at
all sire groups except the largest . Here it was 20.1
percent. Perhaps this xeftcvts the fact that the
largest banks axe located in cities, where other
financial institutions offer keen competition far tl>e
saver's dollar.
Deposit gxowth is constantly pushing hanks out
of the smaller and into the larger size classifications. Last year the number of hanks with deposits
of less than $2 million was reduced b y eight while
one bank teas added to chase with deposits over
$25 million.
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he `national market' for houses is a statistical
sum, a set of figures on paper . It is an aggregate
o¬ local markets, where the real buying and selling
of houses take place. As a result, even on a district basis, over-all statistics and [.rends can often
be unrealistic in terms of what is happening in a
specific cvntmurrity . However, statistics and trer3ds
are tlxe tools we hay=e to work with, and tlrey do
give us a general picture well worth lnr~king at.
Home building in the 1Vinth district has followed
closely the national trend. Tlre number of privatelyfinanced houses started-plotted by months on a
seasonally adjusted annual rats reveals the nature of countrywide building activity. ~'itlt the
seasonal movements eliminated, the number of
housing starts rose sharply in 1954, reaching a
peak in Deccruber . Although 1955 was the outstanding year of the building boom. the num}.rer
of starts, when seasonally adjusted, declined in
most months of 1955, as well as in 1956. ~1t the
end of 1956 housing starts had receded to the
level front which the boom had started in early
195 . In the fzrst quarter of this year the starts
have continued to drop ; in March they r~~f"re at the
lowest rate since 1979.

District home building

During the past winter a much smaller number
of houses were under construction in this district
than in recent years . The number of new dwel~iug
units authorized by permits in the fast quarter of
1957 was down 3d percent in January and February from the corresponding period of last year.
There was a greater-than-usual seasonal decline in
empln}=~ncnt, due almost entirety to cutbacks in
residential building. In Minnesota during the first
quarter of 7 957 employment in building construction [not counting highway and heavy construction} was dawn 11 percent, In the other district states a similar drop occurred in this type
of employment during the winter .
District downs-and ups

In this district, as well as nationwide, 1955 was
the peak y ear of the home building boom. As the
year progressed, however, builders began to place
fewer houses under construction iu an adjustment
to a lower effective demand. As may be observed
on chart 1, the number of new dwelling units
authorized by permits rose to a peak in April of
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Superior area, the number of units authorized
was down by only 2 percent .
More house for more money

There has been an upward trend ire the market
for larger and more expensive houses. Since 1950
builders have constructed more houses for uhherincome groups and fewer units for lower-income
groups . Even during the period of ready availability of mortgage credit, in 1954 and the early
rnonths of 1955, builders experienced a decline in
the demand far houses among families with low
incomes.
'This turning to the construction of larger and
more expensive houses is attributable to several
things : an increasing proportion of families with
higher in[;ames in the market ; the rising costs of
building materials, labor and, iu particular, land ;
mare recently, to the tightening of mortgage credit .

trict, the average floor area has increased from
1,17G square feet in 1950 to 1,259 square feet in
195G . The most fundamental change in thr; use of
space has been toward more bedrooms. Instead
o£ two-bedroom houses those with three bedrooms
predominate and houses arc frequently provided
with expansion space for a fourth bedran~rr . With
'1'V having become a part of fancily life, a '1'V
room or second living rvo~n has bec~nme part of
the ty°pical design of houses in the higher-price
bracket .
CHART 3-NEW bWELLiNG UNITS IN
fJ15TRICT
Hundreds

35 ~- ! I I

I I I I 1 I I

f I I I l ! I

I [ ! I

I `7

Who's buying houses now3

Although a Iarge number of households are
established by single individuals, widowed or
separated persons, etc ., mast households are
farmed as a result of marriage. The number of
marriages in this district, as may be obser~red on
chart 2, declined annually frarn 1946 through
1949. Moxe couples married in 1950, with the outbreak of the lforean War. but thereafter, in 1951
and 1952, the magnitude of the marriage decline
was even greater than from the 194G-49 period .
Since then the number has remained at about
the 1952 figure. For the period from I95D to 1950
inclusive, the annual number of marriages in the
Ninth district averaged 10,000 less than in the
period Pram 1945 to 1949 inclusive .
With this decline in marriages fewer young
couples with relatively low incomes have been
looking far r~ew houses. Hence, more families with
medium nr high incomes lxave been in the market.
Couples with growing families have created the
rnajvr demand for larger houses. In the Ninth dis-

of

1954

1955

The rise in costs

1957

Building costs have risen much faster than
hnces in general . 1+'rom April 1951 to August 195G
in the Twin Cities metropolitan area, the cost of
labor, materials and overhead of builders ~E. H .
Boeckh & Associates index of building costs} rose
by 7 percent ; the index of consurnc"r prices rose
by 2 percent . In additicm there bar; been a sharper
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The number of VA loans closed in four district
states and in the whale nation is compiled in the
table . Alil]ough the decrease in the four-state region as a whole differs little from the national one,
by states there is considerable variation in the
1956 decrease compaxed with 1955 figures. $ut
this variation cannot be associated entirely with
sire of cities, l:yr example, the number of VA
loans closed in Nortlt Dakota was up nearly 9
percent from the preceding year ; in South Dakota
it was down by 26 percent .
For Minnesota the cumber of loans accepted
for T'HA insurance was down by 23 percent in
19Sd from the 1955 figuxe. For Montana it was
down 22 percent in the same period . Although the
¬rgures are not available for othex district states,
other mortgage data suggest that a similar decrease
has taken plane.
The decrease in the number of conventional
mortgage loans closed during 19 6 from the
preceding year in the district was approximately
equal Lo the countrywide decrease . The number of
nonfarm rrrortgages recorded, far instance, was
down 10 percent in the district and $ percent
nationally.
Hd~e we vrerhuilt3

Even though the rata of household fornratio]a
lras tapered off, the demand for new houses in
most district communities has held up well, for
several reasons . Dne is that the stock of existing
}rouses in this district is relatively old.
According to the 1954 Census of Flousing, rrtaxe
than half the district houses had been built in
1919 yr earlier, 1n Minnesota, North and South
llakvta and Wisconsin, from 53 percent to 5G
percent of the houses were built prior to 1919.
In Montana, however, less than half {48 percent)
are of that vintage .
In the country as a whole only 45 percent of the
houses had been built in 1919 or earlier, giving
indication of a more modern stack of houses in
other Paris of the nation . So that in recent years,

DECLINE 1N VA LOANS CLQSED
FOUR DISTRICT STATES AND U.S.
Change from a Year Aga
States

1956

Minnesota
Montana
f~lorth bakota
South bakota
~aur States
United States
' Far the first quar}er
Y For .]anuary and February

-26.~
--I3 .9
-~- 8.6
--25 .9
~---23 .4
-2 i .9

1957
- ¬ 7.21
-I2.2x
-{-14.$~
-36.3 2
-I3.8~
--15 .5a

replacement lxas become an important component
of the district demand fox new housing .
Some evidence that builders have not overbuilt
is found in the low vacancy rate of 2.1 percent
reported for the fourth quarter of 1956 by the
Bureau of the Census . The relatively low per capita
expenditures for new houses are also some evidence
of the strength of the housing demand . According
to a comprehensive study of capital formation
prepared by the National Bureau of Economic
Research", the per capita value of the additions
made to residential real estate (in constant prices}
has declined for several decades through 1952.
Ilpparently, housing was downgraded substantially
in the consumer's scale of preferences, and if this
trend has continued it must be taken into account
in any estimate of present and future housing
needs .
`Gre~ler, Leo, Blank, David M ., and Winni~h, Louis, Capifal Formation in Residential Real Esfafe, Trends end Prospects, Princeton University Press, 1956 .
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Residential building has dropped to
level during the past winter than it has
several years . Nevertheless, the demand
housing remains strong in many of the

a lower
been for
for new
district's

communities . In general, the number of vacant
dwelling units still is a small percent of all units in
tire region . The number of federally-underwritten
mortgage loans closed in this district has not been
cut back significantly more than has the national
figure during this period of tight credit .

Nonresidential construction
shows continuing strength
n spite of the sharp cutback in residential
building, the total construction lricture is anything
but weak. In terms of numbers of people at work
and dollar value of construction, the building industry has been amply" buoyed by activity in otherthan-residential fields.
Employment in construction has been higher
than a year ago in all Ninth district states except
Minnesota and Wisconsin . The western half of the
district-Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota~xperienced a 17 percent greater level of
employment in the fourth quarter of 19:ifi and in
the first quarter of 1957. The eastern ball of the
district-Minnesota, northwestern Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan--experienced a decline in employment comparable to that of a year ago . In
Minnesota, employment in these two quarters was
dawn 7 percent . in the entire state of Wisconsin,
it was down 4 percent, which, of course, may or
may not reflect the level of activity in the Ninth
district portion of the state. Upper Michigan construction employment was up 1 percent .
Tlte dollar amount of bui}ding permits authorized in the district during the fall and winter
was well above the total amount issued one year
previously. In the fourth quarter of 1956 the valu14
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atian of permits issued for all types of building
except residential was 11.5 percent above the total
far the corresponding period of 1955. In the first
quarter of this year the amount of klrese permits
issued continued to exceed the total of a year ago
by 42 percent .
Contract awards aisa reveal a strong picture .
The value of contracts awarded in tire fourth guar .
ter aggregated b4 percent more than in the corresponding quarter of 1955 . In the first two months
of this year the amount was up 19 perce=nt. Educational facilities ranked first among types of
building during the fourth quarter, while awards
made: for cornrncrcial building were a close second .
Hospital, manufacturing and religious building
racked third. fourth and fifth respectively.
The volume of public construction has been
growing, largely as a result of the construction of
educational facilities. In the fourth quarter of
1956 it was 38 percent of all construction, compared with 32 percent in the same quarter of 1955.
All these factors give an aggregate picture of
strength in the construction industry, with the
nonresidential building taking up much of the
slack in building materials and employment left
by the cutback in borne building .
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